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Baking with beer
Burlingame’s ReGrained creates
granola bars with spent grains
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Above: Danielle Lee, right, of New York City, takes a Honey Almond IPA granola bar sample from Dan Kurzrock, right, co-founder of ReGrained, at 21st
Amendment Brewery in San Francisco. The Burlingame business bakes granola bars using spent grains from brewing beer.

BURLINGAME

Baking fresh snacks from spent grains

By Sophia Markoulakis
As America continues to
explore craft beer at neighborhood breweries and pubs or
making it at home, it was only a
matter of time before people
started to eat its byproduct.
ReGrained granola bars, the
brainchild of Burlingame natives Dan Kurzrock and Jordan
Schwartz, feature spent grains

from the brewing process.
Friends since they were students at Burlingame High
School, Kurzrock and Schwartz
both attended UCLA and maintained their connection
throughout their four years
there. By the time Kurzrock was
21, he was experimenting with
home brewing at his off-campus
fraternity house and Schwartz
was one of many partaking in

Kurzrock’s brewing endeavors.
A senior-year entrepreneur
class together they took together struck a chord and inspired
the idea for their bars. They
began working on the business
during their last quarter of
school and continued once they
returned to Burlingame.
Partnering with breweries,
like San Francisco’s 21st
Amendment Brewery, Re-

Grained takes the spent grains
and bakes them into two flavors
of healthy bars, Honey Almond
IPA and Chocolate-Coffee Stout.
Nutritionally, the bars are
packed with fiber and protein
and up to 50 percent of their
overall content comes from
barley. Other ingredients include chocolate, almonds, honey, cinnamon, ground flax, olive
oil, and oats.

Schwartz, 24, who is in
charge of product development,
was always interested in food,
but became more so after college. He works for San Francisco’s Local Mission Group as a
business manager for the company’s four food-focused enterprises.
“After college I really got
interested in the connection
between food and sustainabili-
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Above left: Ryan Friedman, of San Francisco, takes a sample of ReGrained’s Honey Almond IPA granola bar. Above right: Kurzrock shows what recycled beer
grain looks like before it is used to make granola bars. Below right: Kurzrock cuts chocolate coffee stout granola bars into sample sizes.

ty,” Schwartz said.
Kurzrock, 24, who manages a
sales group for a San Mateo
software startup, spends his
spare time keeping the business
aspect of ReGrained running
and helps facilitate demos and
events where they sell their
bars.
21st Amendment also lets
them drop by and pass out
samples in their outdoor space.
Burlingame resident Corie
Brickman, who was there during a pop up sampling earlier
this month, tried several of the
bars. “They are so great and
flavorful; it’s such a great innovative and sustainable idea.”
Recently, the two have decided to take their business from a
cottage foods classification to
the next level with the use of
Eclectic Cookery’s commercial
kitchen space in San Francisco.
“We really liked that they have a
dedicated baking space, and
can’t wait to start exploring
direct distribution channels like
GoodEggs,” Shwartz said.
The idea for the product came
from Kuzrock’s own experience.
As a byproduct of the brewing
process, spent grains are traditionally fed to livestock or

thrown away. Kuzrock saw this
as a problem because of all of
the waste his own hobby was
creating.
Using the grains from the
beer-making process for cooking might not put much of a
dent in an industry that also
struggles with its water footprint, but it’s a start. On average,
it takes 5 gallons of water to
produce 1 gallon of beer, but
craft brewers are investing in
sustainable strategies to reduce
waste. Most grains that Kurzrock and Schwartz use are barley, and the majority of their
grains come from small urban
craft breweries who are happy
to see them upcycling their
grains this way.
“There has to be integrity in
the grains and in the brewing
process in order for us to use
those grains,” Schwartz said.
With a self-explanatory tagline that reads “Eat Beer,” it’s
understandable that Kurzrock
and Schwartz were inspired by
Delaware’s Dogfish Head Brewery founder Sam Calagione.
“He has a burger that comes
from cattle that was fed his
spent grains, and it is served
with a bun that is made from

ReGrained
Bars can be purchased through
their website. They are sold in a
six pack ($12) or twelve pack
($22). Keep up to date on their
progress and local brewery and
festival appearances by following them on social media.
www.regrained.com

milled spent grains,” Kurzrock
said. “A lot of these craft brewers are environmental stewards
and they want to do something
better with their waste. Unlike
larger breweries that are near
farms and livestock, it’s not
economically viable for farmers
to enter urban centers and receive the spent grains from
smaller urban breweries. That’s
where we come in.”
Once the barley is procured
from the brewery, it is divided
and frozen. When needed, it is
then thawed, dried, and milled
to the desired consistency.
When the duo first started
working with the barley they
experimented with bread and
loose granola, but they ultimately decided that a bar would be
most convenient.
Both are avid outdoor enthu-

siasts and are targeting the
active lifestyle market in addition to the beer enthusiast. “We
wanted something that you
could throw in a backpack and
take with you,” Kurzrock said.
Schwartz is looking toward
developing other healthy baked
goods. “Spent grains are very
versatile and are similar to oat
and other wheat flours,” he said.
Because the barley is roasted
as part of the brewing process,
the bars have an inherent toasted flavor. They are appropriately chewy and more tender
than you would think. Taking a
cue from flavor profiles that

appear in beer, ReGrained bars
were designed to complement
the grains from which the beer
was brewed, and they are happy
with the response they have
received from their first two
bars.
“We use lighter roasted
grains that come from IPAs for
our honey almond bar and
darker roasted grains that come
from stouts and porters for our
chocolate stout bar,” Schwartz
said.
Sophia Markoulakis is a Peninsula
freelance writer. E-mail
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